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Answer Part-A which is compulsory and any FOUR from Part-B. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

 
Part – A (Answer all the questions) 

 
Q1  Answer the following questions: multiple type or dash fill up type (2 x 10) 

 a) A macromolecule is composed of smaller units called -----------------  

 b) DNA  and  RNA are  examples of  which family  of  biological  molecules

----------- 

 

 c)  ------------------ is the example of conformation.  

 d) The charge-charge interaction has -------------distance relationship.  

 e) The first   single-crystal structure determined for a polynucleotide  was 

for --------------RNA. 

 

 f) The structure of Z-DNA ------------------ helix.  

 g) ------------------ enzymes  that  break one  or  both  strands  of  the  DNA 

duplex to allow the helical strain to be relieved. 

 

 h) ----------------- physical technique used to determine the 

 thermodynamic   parameters of interactions in solution. 

 

 i) --------------- used  for  the  study  of  biochemical  reactions,  which  is 

named  as  a  single  molecular  transition  of  a  molecule  from  one 

conformation to another. 

 

 j) --------------------  used  to  probe  interactions  involving  biological 

macromolecules  by  detecting  changes  in  the  refractive  index  in  a 

metal/  dielectric  interface  following  the  dynamic  formation  of  a 

molecular complex. 
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Q1  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 

 a) Write the general principle of biological macromolecule?  

 b) What is ITC?  

 c) Structures of the β- sheets in proteins?  

 d) Define DNA topology?  

 e) What  are  the  factors  that  affect  the  conformation  of  biological 

macromolecule? 

 

 f) Write  the  different  types  of  non-covalent  interaction  observed  in 

macromolecules. 

 

 g) Define microstate and macrostate.  

 h) What do you understand by configuration and conformation of biological 

macromolecule? 

 

 i) Write the advantage of studying single molecule.  

 j) What do you understand by molecular partition function?  

 

Part – B (Answer any four questions) 

Q3 a) Define  macromolecules?  Describe  the four  major  types  of  biological 

molecules? 

(10) 

 b) Write  different  types  of  molecular interaction in  macromolecules 

structure? 

(5) 

    
Q4 a) Define Boltzmann  distribution law?  Derive  the  Boltzmann  distribution 

constant by using different parameter? 

(10) 

 b) Differentiate between A-DNA and B-DNA? (5) 

    
Q5 a) Define RNA structure? Write different types of RNA folding? (10) 

 b) Sate counterion condensation theory? (5) 

    
Q6 a) Define nucleic acid? Write special properties of nucleic acid? (10) 

 b) Write the mechanism of nucleic acid-protein interactions? (5) 

    
Q7 a) What  do  you  understand  by  FRET?  How  to  study  single  molecule 

interaction using FRET? 

(10) 

 b) Write a note on atomic force microscopy. (5) 

    
Q8 a) Discuss in details about the atomic force microscopy.  (10) 

 b) Discuss the role of laser optical tweezers in single molecule study. (5) 

    
Q9 a) Briefly  discuss  the  different  mechanisms  involved  in protein-ligand 

interactions. 

(10) 

 b) Write a short note on protein-protein interactions. (5) 
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